YOUR HOME IS A SAFE HAVEN and Echelon® residential ornamental aluminum fence not only provides safety and security, but also adds both value and beauty to your investment. Most typical backyard fences show wear and tear due to lawn equipment, falling tree limbs, meter readers and playing children. Echelon was designed with all these things in mind and provides a durable, long-term, maintenance-free solution.

The reinforced cross-section of the ForeRunner® rail is stronger than comparable residential aluminum fencing. With this additional strength, higher quality powder coated finish, and fully welded gates, you can be assured years of maintenance-free value.

THE ECHELON® DIFFERENCE

Echelon ForeRunner® Internal Locking System
- Internal rod is tamper proof and pickets cannot be removed
- Retainer rod is hidden and rail has a “good neighbor” appearance
- Retainer goes through two walls of picket, yielding twice the support

Competitors U-Channel Removable Tek Screws
- Picket attachment can easily be compromised with simple tools
- Exposed Tek screw detracts from a smooth architectural profile
- Tip of Tek screw barely engages one wall of picket
ECHELON® | Residential Ornamental Aluminum Fence

CLASSIC™

Timeless & Elegant

Extended pickets that culminate to an arrow-pointed spear capture the look of old style wrought iron fencing. Single, double and arched swing gates that perfectly match this fence style are also available.

- 3-rail panels in 4’, 5’ and 6’ heights

GENESIS™

Personalized & Secure

Extended flat-topped pickets serve as a base for your choice of accent finials providing a customized design. Single, double and arched swing gates that perfectly match this fence style are available as well.

- 3-rail panels in 4’, 5’ and 6’ heights

CONQUEROR™

Modern & Timeless

Combining the striking look of spear-topped pickets with the safety of a flush top rail, this is a perfect look for those who want the “best of both worlds”. Pool panels are available that perfectly match this style of fence as well as single, double and arched swing gates.

- 3-rail panels in 4’, 5’ and 6’ heights
- 3-rail pool panels in 4½’ height

MAJESTIC™

Sleek & Modern

The flush top rail projects a more modern, streamlined look that beautifully accents flowers and shrubs when used as border landscaping. Pool panels with either 2 or 3 rails are available that perfectly match this style of fence as well as single, double and arched swing gates.

- 3-rail panels in 4’, 5’ and 6’ heights
- 2-rail pool panels in 4’ height and 3-rail in 4½’ height

ADORNMENTS

Quad Flair | Triad | Serpentine Scroll | Butterfly Scroll | Double Rings | Ball Cap

COLOR OPTIONS

Black | Bronze | White
SUPERIOR FINISH

Echelon features a state of the art polyester powder coating system that provides a super durable and scratch resistant finish. This eco-friendly process provides years of long-lasting durability and maintenance free ownership.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

The Echelon families of aluminum fencing products are manufactured from superior quality materials by skilled craftsmen with the highest standards of workmanship in the industry. Ameristar is confident in offering Echelon with a limited lifetime warranty, backed by an American company with over 25 years of demonstrated excellence in the manufacturing of ornamental fencing.

GATE OPTIONS

Echelon gates match each fence style and height. Find the perfect complement for your project with single, double or arched gate options. Ameristar also manufactures a variety of Aluminum Estate Entry Gates to enhance the entrance to your property.
WHY CHOOSE AMERISTAR

- **KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE**
  Ameristar was chartered *30 years ago* in response to the *demand by consumers & specifiers for specialty fence products*. Ameristar offers an *aesthetically pleasing product* that is both *high in quality & affordability*. This has been achieved by maximizing *high-volume productivity*, increasing product design strength, and promoting *simplistic installation*.

- **PROVEN CAPABILITY**
  Ameristar's integrated *in-house process & extensive raw material inventory* results in much improved productivity and availability compared to the competition. By having a *vast finished goods inventory*, Ameristar is capable of *delivering finished products faster* than competitors who sublet the majority of their operations.

- **INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP**
  Over the years Ameristar has continually *raised the bar* across the board in the *manufacturing of high quality*, innovative fencing products. Our demonstrated commitment to *upholding higher values* translates into superior products that *go far beyond* merely meeting minimum industry standards.